


IThis type of figures are usually called “toons”, because 
they look very similar to a cartoon. Within the board games 
there are also some that prefer this aesthetic, as is the case 
of the game “Marvel United”, which is played with figures 
representing superheroes with this “toon” look. This type of 
miniatures are colloquially known as “chibis”.

The first thing to do is to try to remove all the burrs and mold 
lines that we find. These are very small figures so it will be 
more complicated to remove them all. When finished we will 
clean it with alcohol, to remove dust and grease that may have 
been left on the figure after the manufacturing process. Final-
ly, we will rinse with plenty of water to avoid leaving alcohol 
residues.

Then we will use third generation black primer, thanks to this 
dark patina we will save the step of outlining the entire figure. 
For this process we will use airbrush to dilute the paint with 
30% of AK11500 Thinner.
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· PAINTING CHIBI FIGURES ·

Within the fantasy figures we 
can find figures that are closer 
to the world of caricature than to 
realism. 

Preparation:
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We start the painting work on the skin of the face. Applying a 
base coat made up of 50% AK11401 Base Flesh and 50% 
AK11063 Brown rose. We lighten the base color, adding little 
by little AK11063 Brown rose for the first lights and AK11050 
Light Flesh as maximum light.

With this mixture, we obtain a pale skin tending towards pink. 
Here we can see the result after applying the foundation and 
highlights.

We move on to the colored eyes using gray and then we will 
tint the lips with an intense red to create an evident contrast. At 
this point we apply the shadows. We will use very diluted paint 
to have more control. First we will use AK11404 Shadow 
flesh for the first shadows and to tone the skin. We continue 
shading with AK11406 Reddish Black, insisting on the areas 
where the light hits less. To outline in shadow we add black to 
the previous color.

Here is the final result of Hela’s skin with the desired contrast. 
As you can see, the original volumes of the cheekbones and 
chin are respected at all times.
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PA Now we are left with the clothes. Our character wears a tight 

green suit with some light blue ornaments. We start from a very 
dark green that we will get by mixing equal parts AK11144 
Emerald and AK11160 Black Green. We will cover the mask 
completely with this color.

We add little by little be AK11144 Emerald to the mixture, fo-
cusing on illuminating the volumes in general, without detail-
ing anything in particular. When we have the oval of the skull 
well defined, we begin to add AK11134 Green Sky. This is a 
rather warm color, as it contains quite a lot of yellow, this will 
come in handy because in this way we will achieve a contrast 
by temperature. Now, with these layers we detail the mask. 
Using AK11134 Green Sky as it comes in the can for the light 
outline.

For the shadows we add black to the color AK11160 Black 
Green. Little by little we will get more contrast. In this case we 
will outline in shadow using a very diluted pure black.
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Now we paint all the green parts with the same color scheme 
we used for the mask.
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The ornaments and trimmings of the costume are blue and 
we will interpret that it is a shiny material. For this reason we 
will work them in the same way as the horns, but with blue 
tones. We start with the color AK11172 Archaic Turquoise 
and gradually lighten it using AK11169 Blue Green. For the 
highlights we add AK11168 Pastel blue. Then, when outlin-
ing with this color, we will use it as it comes in the bottle, since 
it is a blue that contains a large amount of white.
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The horns have a refulgent effect. To achieve this we must con-
centrate the light on very specific points. A trick that works 
well is to make a zone of maximum light and a zone of max-
imum shadow be in contact to generate a great contrast, we 
will repeat this process for each section of the antlers. On the 
other hand, it is also very important to outline as accurately as 
possible all the edges, for this we will help us with the edge 
of the brush.
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The cape is not made of the same material as the rest of 
our character’s clothing, but of ordinary cloth. In addition, it 
is a rather large garment so it will require more patience on 
our part to get a smooth finish. We use again be AK11144 
Emerald and AK11160 Black Green mixed in equal parts 
and color it completely.
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Repeat the previous step but this time adding AK11134 Green 
Sky for maximum light. We use AK11134 Green Sky to 
outline the folds of the layer that stand out the most.

On our wet palette, we add be AK11144 Emerald little by little 
to our base color. We paint the folds of the layer occupying 
progressively less surface area. Between coats we will glaze 
with the last color used to further blur the transitions. Repeat 
this procedure until we are painting with AK11144 Emerald 
in its pure state.
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For the shadow we made a very diluted mixture with Black 
and AK11160 Black Green, and incorporated violet ink to add 
chromatic richness. With this resulting shade we darken both 
the inner part of the folds and the undercoat.
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CONCLUSION
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This type of work is fast and fun, very useful to get used to and 
try new techniques. The only difficulty is the size, although hav-
ing the head so disproportionate to the body we can get very 
striking results. This commission was also particularly special 
for me, as it is a donation to raise funds to help refugees from 
the war in Ukraine. Painting is always a therapeutic process 
for me and if you help other people along the way, it is doubly 
rewarding.




